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ABSTRACT 
Given a monotone seminorm on a directed partially ordered vector space, the question arises 
whether it can be extended to a monotone seminorm on the Dedekind completion. This paper pre- 
sents a necessary condition and proves it to be sufficient for existence of a largest extension on any 
partially ordered vector space that contains the given space as a majorizing subspace. 
Furthermore, the aspects of uniqueness and norm completeness are studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Riesz norm p on a Riesz space E can easily be extended to a Riesz norm on 
the Dedekind completion E6 (take XH inf{p(y) : y E E, y > [xl}). For a 
monotone norm on a directed partially ordered vector space E (i.e. a norm 
which is increasing on the positive cone), one can ask whether it can be ex- 
tended to a monotone norm on Ed. This may be interesting when studying 
monotone norms on partially ordered vector spaces by means of Dedekind 
completions and Riesz space theory. 
It turns out to be more suitable for this problem to study seminorms instead 
of norms. Thus, we arrive at the central prob!em in this paper: 
Let E be a partially ordered vector space (refered to as ‘the large space’ or 
‘whole space’) and EO a directed, majorizing subspace (the ‘small space’ or 
*For this paper, I have benefitted highly from ideas of professor A.C.M. van Rooij. for which I am 
very grateful. 
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‘subspace’. Let p be a monotone seminorm on Eo. Does there exist a mono- 
tone seminorm p on E which extends p? 
(By majorizing we mean that for every x E E there exists a y E EO with x 5 y.) 
It will also be considered what kind of order-related completeness of E makes 
E norm complete w.r.t. p if (Eo,p) is norm complete. 
2. EXISTENCE OF EXTENSIONS 
A monotone seminorm p on a Riesz space E has the property that for every 
x E E and U, ,U E E+ with --u 5 x 5 v the inequality p(x) 5 p(u) +p(v) holds 
(because then 0 _< x+ < v and 0 5 x- < U, so p(x) L p(x’) +p(x-) I p(u) + 
p(zl)). This property is then also valid on linear subspaces of E. Thus, for ex- 
tending a seminorm to a monotone seminorm on a Riesz space this property is 
necessary. It turns out to be sufficient, too. To make an extension, we must 
realize that we will not succeed by only considering positive elements, because 
monotone norms are not entirely determined by their behaviour on the positive 
cone. Once having guessed the right formula, the proof is almost trivial. 
We say that a seminorm has property (*) on a partially ordered vector space 
E, if 
(*) XE E,M,UE E+, -u < x 5 ‘U *p(x) I p(u) +p(v). 
Note that this property implies monotonicity. 
Theorem 1. Let E be a partially ordered vector space, let Eo be a directed, major- 
izing linear subspace and let p be a seminorm on Eo. Define for x E E. 
(1) p(x) = inf{p(y) +p(u) +p(w) : y E EO,U,V E EC, -u < x-y < w}. 
Then p(x) = inf{p(w) : w E E;,.Y 5 w} for _Y E E+, ~7 is the largest seminorm 
with property (*) on E that is less than or equal top on ECJ and ifp has property (*) 
on Eo, then p extends p. 
Proof. First, note that the infimum exists, because EO is directed and ma- 
jorizing in E. For x E Ef, if w E E,f with x 5 w, then 0 2 x - 0 5 w, sop(w) > 
p(x). If U, ‘u E El, y E Eo are such that --u 5 x-y 5 V, then 0 5 x 5 y + w 
andp(y)+p(u)+p(v) >p(y+v) > infJ$(w) : WE El,x< w}. Hencep(x)= 
inf{p(w) : w E Et,.x < w}. 
For the seminorm property, let X, xi, x-2 E E and X E (0,~). If yi , y2 E E. 
and ui, tq, UZ,ZQ E Eg are such that -UI < xi - yi 5 ~1 and -uz 5 x2 - y2 5 
u2, then -(4 + u2) I (Xl + x2) - (Yl +y2) F (Vl + uz), SO p(x1 + x2) 5 
P(YI + L.2) +P(W + u2) + P(V + 2’2) 5 (P(Y1) + P(W) + P(Ul)) + (P(Y2) + P(%) + 
p(4). Hencep(x1 +x2) I I +p(.xd. 
In a similar fashion, it can be shown that p(Xx) 5 X~(_Y) and that p(-X) 5 
p(x). From this, it follows that p is a seminorm. 
To prove property (*), let x E E and U, 11 E E+ with --u < x 5 U. If u’, V’ E EL 
are such that u < U’;U < w’, then --u’ 5 .Y < u’, so that F(X) 2 p(u’) +p(v’). - 
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Taking infima and applying the first part of the theorem yields 
p(x) < p(u) +p(v), which establishes property (*) for p. 
It is clear from the definition that p(x) 5 p(x) for all x E EO (take u = ‘u = 
0, Y = x), Furthermore, if q is any seminorm with property (*) on E and q 5 p 
on Eo, then for x E E and Y E Eo, u, v E Ez with -u 5 x - Y 5 v we have q(x) 5 
q(y) + q(u) + q(v) L p(y) +p(u) +P($ hence q(x) L ti(x). 
If p has property (*) on Eo, then p 2 p on Eo, because if x E EO and 
Y E Eo, u, 2~ E Ei are such that --u < x - Y 5 ‘LI, then&Y) -t-p(u) i-p(v) 5 p(x), 
so, by taking infimum over u, v and Y, p(x) 2 p(x). So then p extends p. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Leaving out the formulas, a quite surprising statement remains. 
Corollary 2. Let E be a directed partially ordered vector space and let p be a 
monotone seminorm on E. If p can be extended to a monotone seminorm on some 
Riesz space containing E, thenp extends to a monotone seminorm on any partially 
ordered vector space containing E as a majorking linear subspace. 
We see that for existence of extensions, it makes no difference whether one 
considers Dedekind completions or (smaller) Riesz space covers (see [l]). 
The question arises whether there are monotone norms lacking property (*). 
Example 3. A monotone seminorm without property (*). 
Take E = [w3, ordered by 
.Y 2 0 H xi. x2, x3 > 0 and x3 5 xl + x2 
and take 
II41 = max{lxi + x3I,Jx1 + 2x2 - 353(,1x1 + 2x2 - ~31, (XI - 2x2 +x31}, 
.Y = (XI, x2, x3) E [w3. Then E is a directed partially ordered vector space and 1). 1) 
is a norm on E. 
To show monotonicity, observe that if xi, x2, x3 2 0 and x3 5 xl + ~2, 
then (xi - 2x2 + x3( < max{xi + x3, x1 + 2x2 - x3} and Ix, + 2x2 - 3x3/ 5 
max{xi + x3,x1 + 2x2 - x3}, yielding for (x1,x2,x3) > 0 that (1x1/ = 
max{xi + x3, x1 + 2x2 - x3). Thus, if x,Y E E, x,y 2 0, then [Ix + yll = 
max{xi +x3+y1 +y3,x1+2x2 -x3+y1+2y2 -y3} 2 max{xi+x3,.~1+2~2--x3) 
= (1x/I, becauseyl fY3 > 0 andyi + 2~2 - y3 2 0. 
That property (*) fails can be seen by taking Y = (0, 0, l), u = (l,O, 0) and 
‘/I = (0, 1, I), for then u, v 2 0 and --u 5 Y 5 u, whereas (lull = 1, ((~11 = 1 and 
IIYII = 3. 
A monotone norm may have only monotone seminorm extensions which are 
not full norms. 
Example 4. A majorizing Riesz subspace EO of a Riesz space E with a mono- 
tone norm p, such that no monotone seminorm on E extending p is a norm. 
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Let E be the space of bounded functions on [0, l] and let Eo = C[O, I]. Take 
P = Il./l, on Eo. 
EO is a majorizing Riesz subspace of the Riesz space E and p is a monotone 
(even a Riesz) norm on Eo. For the largest monotone extension p of p, using 
formula (l), it is easy to see that, for example, p(ll10)) = 0, so that p is not a 
norm on E. Because p is the largest monotone seminorm on E extending p, no 
extending monotone seminorm on E is a norm. 
3. UNIQUENESS OF EXTENSIONS 
Let us now consider the problem of uniqueness of extensions, or rather non- 
uniqueness: extensions are seldom unique. To show that there are different ex- 
tensions, we must first find different monotone seminorms at all. For that pur- 
pose, observe that every increasing linear function ‘generates’ a monotone 
seminorm. Different monotone norms can easily be made by adding different 
monotone seminorms to the same monotone norm. To be more concrete: 
Example 5. A Riesz space and a majorizing, order dense Riesz subspace with a 
Riesz norm on it which can be extended to inequivalent Riesz norms on the 
whole space. 
Take E = C[O, I], EO = {x E E : X(O) = x(l)}, p(x) := ]]x]], + Ix(O)], and 
q(x) := (Ix/I1 + IX(~)], Then EO is a majorizing, order dense Riesz subspace of 
the Riesz space E andp and q are Riesz norms on E. On EO they are equal, on E 
they are not even equivalent. 
There is, of course, a situation in which there is only one extension, that is if 
the subspace is norm dense. 
Proposition 6. Let E be a partially ordered vector space, EO a directed, majorizing 
subspace andp a seminorm with property (*) on Eo. If EO is norm dense in E w. r. t. 
the largest seminorm with property (*) extendingp, then that is the only extending 
seminorm and it is a norm. 
If the small space is not norm dense, Mazur’s lemma can be used to make a 
nonzero linear function on the large space, vanishing on the closure of the 
subspace. We cannot, however, always choose such a positive linear function. 
We can find two different positive linear functions which are equal on the sub- 
space. Let us present now the precise statements. 
Lemma 7 (~2 la Mazur). Let E be a directedpartially ordered vector space with a 
seminorm p and let EO be a linear subspace of E which is not norm dense in E. Then 
there exist a continuous linear function f : E + R and an x E E+ such that 
f(x) # 0 andf = 0 on Eo. 
Proof. Take x E E \ I&. By Mazur’s lemma, there exists a continuous linear 
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function f : E + Iw such that f(x) # 0 and f = 0 on &. For E is directed, ,f 
cannot vanish identically on E+. 0 
Theorem 8. Let E be a directed partially ordered vector space, let Eo be a major- 
izing linear subspace and let p be a monotone seminorm with property (*) on Eo, 
such that EO is not normdense w.r, t. the largest seminorm with property (*) on E 
e.utending p. Then there is a monotone seminorm on EO which is equivalent top on 
EC) and which has two diflerent extensions with property (*) 
Proof. By the lemma, there exist a linear functionf : E --+ [w, continuous w.r.t. 
the largest extension p with property (*), and an x0 E E+ withf(x~) # 0 and 
f = 0 on Eo. There are fi , fz : E ---f [w, positive linear and p-continuous, such 
that f =f~ -fz (see e.g. [3, p. 72, Proposition 1.211). Then fi =f2 on EO and 
.~I(-Yo) #_~(xo). Take a(x) :=Pb) + Ifi and q&4 :=p(x)+ Ih(x x E E. 
Then q1 and q2 are seminorms with property (*) on E. Because fi and f2 are 
continuous, q1 and q2 are both equivalent op on Eo. Furthermore, q1 = q2 on 
Eo and qi(-uo) # q2(x.o). 0 
This theorem shows that a simple uniqueness theorem more general than 
Proposition 6 cannot be expected. The switch in the theorem to an equivalent 
norm is not superfluous: the norm itself can have a unique extension. 
Example 9. A Riesz space E, a majorizing linear subspace Eo and a seminorm 
p with property (*) on EC,, such that there is only one monotone seminorm p on 
E extending p and such that EO is not pdense in E. 
Take E := {x E C[O, l] : x is piecewise affine} with pointwise ordering, EO := 
{x E E : 4(x) = 0}, where 
c+, := J; x - J’: x, x E E, 
3 
and 
P(x) := Il-~+ll,~ + Ilx-Ilx, x E E, 
P := PIE". 
(a) E is a Riesz space andp is a monotone norm on E. Obvious. 
(b) EO is up-closed, majorizing linear subspace of E, EO # E. Indeed, EO is a lin- 
ear subspace of E, II E EO and ll is a strong unit in E, so EO is majorizing. 4 is 
(1. (I,-continuous and therefore p-continuous, so Eo is closed. 4 # 0, so EO # E. 
(c) p is the only monotone seminorm on E that extends p. Let q also be a mono- 
tone seminorm on E extending p. E is a Riesz space, so q has property (*). Let 
x E E. We want to show that q(x) = p(x). Because -(lx-]],II 5 x 5 IJx+ llocl ll, we 
have q(x) 5 (11x-11, + Ilx+ll,)q( 11) = p(x)p( 0) = p(x). It remains to show that 
4(x) 2 p(x). 
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Take e(t) := 2 - 4t, t E [0, 11. Then e E E, 4(e) = 1 and p(e) = 4. For y E E, 
we see that y - 4(v)e E Eo, sop(y - c#Q)e) = q(y - 4(y)e), whence 
P(Y) - 4(y) LP(@(Y)e) + &#Q)e) I 2M(y)lP(c) = Sl$(v)l. 
If x > 0, choose 7 E [0, l] such that X(T) = /IX/~%. Let E > 0. Because x is piece- 
wise affine, there exists a ‘narrow peak’ u E Ef such that 
0 5 /Ix&u 5 x, u(7) = 1 and S~(x)J~ u < E. 
ThenP(.x) =P(II&,~) 5 dl141,xu) + ~ll-~ll,l4(~I 54,~) +@(-~)J’~ u< d-x) + E. 
Thus&) 5 q(x). 
If x < 0, apply the above to -x, then alsop I q(x). 
If x+,x- # 0. a somewhat more complicated strategy is needed. Let E > 0. 
We will make a y E E with I$(,v)l < E/&~(J) = 2p(x), and q(y) - q(x) <j(x); 
then it follows that q(x) 2. q(y) -p(x) 2 P(y) -p(x) - Sl$(y)I L p(x) - E. 
For that purpose, choose 0, T E [0, l] such that X+(T) = II~+ll,~,x-(~) = 
I~_YY/[~. Note that 7 # c. Then, because x is piecewise affine, there exist two 
narrow peaks u, v E E+ such that: 
(2) 0 5 II.Xfll# 5 x+, 0 5 Ilx-(l,eJ < x-, 
u(r) = u(g) = 1, u, v are disjoint, and 16p(x) Ji u, 16p(x) Jf ZJ < E. 
Define y :=p(x)(u - v). We check that y has the desired properties. Clearly, 
I$(y)I 5 ~(x)(l~(~)l + [4(v)l) < p(x)2~/16P(x) i e/8 and because u and ‘u are 
disjoint we have p(y) = J~J’+/(~ + /(~‘-l), =p(x)(u(~) + w(g)) = 2P(x). Using 
(2) and disjointness of u and x-, we find 
y - x 5p(x)u - X 5 IJx+IJ,u - x+ + 1(x-I/,24 +x- 
I (II-x-II&) v .x- I Il-~-ll,,k 
and, similarly, 
y-x > -(IIX+(/,,zr) vx+ 2 -_Il.Y+J(,n. 
Because q has property (*), this implies that q(y - x) L p(x)q( II) = p(x), so 
q(_v) - q(x) 5 p(x). A s noted above, then q(x) > p(x) - E, which completes the 
proof of assertion (c). 
4. NORM COMPLETENESS 
If a partially ordered vector space is equipped with a norm with property (*) 
which makes it norm complete, it cannot be expected to make every larger 
space norm complete. Which kind of completeness with respect o the ordering 
combines with norm completeness of the subspace to norm completeness of the 
whole space? 
Againg, we consider seminorms instead of norms. Norm completeness w.r.t. 
a seminorm has to be understood as every Cauchy sequence having a (non- 
unique!) limit, or. equivalently, every series with summable norms being norm 
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convergent. (We ought to say seminorm convergent, but we use the word ‘norm’ 
only to distinguish from ‘order’.) 
Before stating the theorem, we paraphrase some common Riesz space ter- 
minology for partially ordered vector spaces. A sequence {x,} in a partially 
ordered vector space E is called relatively uniformly convergent to a x E E 
if there exists a w E E+ such that for every E > 0 the inequalities --EW 5 
_xn - .Y 5 EU’ hold for large n. {x,} is called uniformly Cauchy if there is \V E E+ 
such that for every E > 0 we have --EW 5 x, - x,,, 5 EW for large m and n. We 
call E uniformly complete if every uniformly Cauchy sequence is relatively uni- 
formly convergent. Note that relative uniform convergence implies con- 
vergence in every monotone seminorm. 
Theorem 10. Let E be a partially ordered vector space, let EO be a directed, ma- 
jerking linear subspace and let p be a seminorm Mlith property (*) on Eo such that 
EO is norm complete and such that Ei is closed. Let p be as in Theorem 1. If E is 
uniformly complete, then E is norm complete,for p. 
Proof. It suffices to prove norm convergence of C x, for every sequence {xn} in 
E with C 2”P(x,) < 00. So, let {xn} be such a sequence. Using formula (l), we 
can find {y,} in Eo and {un}, {un} in Ei such that -u, < X, - y,, 5 wn for all n 
and C ~“(P(Y,) + P(u~) + P(G)) < 00. Because EO is norm complete, 
11’ := ~~=I 2”(u, + w,) (norm convergent) exists in Eo. Et is closed, so M’ E Ei 
and )t’ > Ci=, 2k(~k + vk) > *2”(x, - yn) for all n. Write z,, := X, - yn; then 
-2-“M’ < zn - 5 2~“w for all n. Using the uniform completeness of E, we find that 
the series Czn is relatively uniformly convergent in E, and then also norm 
convergent in the monotone seminorm p. Also, Cyn is norm convergent, be- 
cause cp( y,,) < cc and EO is norm complete. Thus C x,, is norm convergent, 
proving the theorem. 0 
5. SPECIAL TYPES OF MONOTONE SEMINORMS 
Seminorms with property (*) can be extended by formula (1) to seminorms 
with property (*) on the large space. In the literature some stronger monotone- 
like properties can be found. We consider Fremlin seminorms and seminorms 
with full unit ball. A Fremlin seminorm on a partially ordered vector space E is a 
seminormp with the property (first considered by D.H. Fremlin in [2, Corollary 
lL]) that p(y) 5 p(x) for all _u,y E E with -_x < y 5 x, or, equivalently, 
p(s - y) 5 p(x + y) for all _u,y E E +. A subset S of E is called full if z E S for 
every z E E for which there exist .x,_v E S with x 5 2 5 y. A seminormp has full 
unit ball if and only if .Y < z 5 y impliesp(z) 5 p(x) VP(Y). (See for such semi- 
norms e.g. [3], or [4] where the term ‘saturated is used instead of ‘full’.). 
The following lemma can be proved by straightforward verification. 
Lemma 11. Let E be a partially ordered vector space. Every seminorm on E bvith 
,full unit ball is a Fremlin seminorm and every Fremlin seminorm has property (*). 
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A typical example of a monotone norm with property (*) that is not Fremlin, is 
x ++ 11x+ IIX + Ilx- llcxl on C[O, I]. A Fremlin norm (even a Riesz norm) which has 
not a full unit ball is e.g. the Euclidean norm on [w2. 
Using simple modifications of formula (l), Fremlin seminorms can be ex- 
tended to Fremlin seminorms and seminorms with full unit ball to seminorms 
with full unit ball. 
Theorem 12. Let E be a partiahy ordered vector space, let Eo be a directed, ma- 
jorizing linear subspace and let p be a seminorm on Eo. Define for x E E: 
PI(X) := inf(p(y) +p(u) : y, u 6 Eo, --u 5 x - y < u}. 
p2(x) := inf(p(u) VP(O) : u> u E Eo, u 5 x 5 I’}, 
and let pi be as in Theorem 1. Then 
(i) p1 is the largest Fremlin seminorm on E which is less than or equal top on 
EO and it extendsp ifand only tfp is a Fremlin seminorm. 
(ii) p2 is the largest seminorm with full unit ball on E which is less than or equal 
top on EO and it extends p if and only ifp has full unit ball. 
(iii) p2 i p1 i p < 2~1 andp 5 3~2,’ in particular, IX ~1, andp2 are equivalent. 
If p is monotone, then p < 1 $i, p 5 2~1, and p < 3~2 on Eo. For the special case 
E = Eo, this means thatp is equivalent toIi,pl, andpz. 
Proof. The proofs of(i) and (ii) are very similar to that of Theorem 1 and are 
left to the reader. For the inequalities in (iii), first observe that, by Lemma 11, 
p2 5 p1 5 p. To prove p 5 2~1, let x E E and u, y E EO be such that 
-u 5 x -y I u. Then p(x) F 2p(u) +p(y) 52@(u) +p(y)), hence p(x) 5 
2pl(x). For p 5 3~2, let x E E and u,tj E EO be such that u 5 x < r,~. Then 
0 < x - ZJ 2 II- u, so P(X) 5 p(u) +p(u - u) > 3@(u) VP(V)). Thus j(x) < 
3P?(-X). 
If p is monotone, let x,y E Eo, u, 1) E ET be such that --u 5 x-y 5 ‘u, 
then 05x-y+u<u+v and -(u+‘LJ) 5x-y-ZJ<O, so p(2x-2y) < 
p(x - y + u) +p(x - y - U) +p(z’ - u) I 2p(u + U) +p(v - 24) 5 3p(u) + 3p(v), 
hence p(x) 5 p(y) + 14 (p(u) t-p(v)); thus p(x) 5 1 ip(x). If x, u E EO are such 
that --u I x I u, then p(2x) 5 p(x + u) +p(x - u) _< 4p(u), hence p(x) < 
2pl(x). For the last inequality, let x, u, w E ‘Eo be such that u 5 x 5 ‘u. Then 
0 L x - u 5 u - u. so p(x) 5 p(u) +p(v - u) 5 3@(u) VP(V)), hence p(x) 5 
~PZ(.X). 0 
In Example 2 we found y E EO = E and u, u E Ef with --u 5 y _< w and p(u) = 
P(V) = I, P(Y) = 3, so P(Y) I P(U) + P(V) L 2 and Pi 5 P(U) VP(U) = 1, 
hence the inequalities p 5 1 ip and p 5 3~2 are sharp in this example. Con- 
sidering E = C[O, 11, p : x H &~+jj,~ + J(.x-I[,,, and x : t H 2t - 1, we find that 
-II < x 5 Il,p(ll) = 1, andp(x) = 2, so in this examplep 5 2pi is sharp. 
The theorem shows, for the case EO = E, that every seminorm can be 
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‘(*)-ized’, ‘Fremlinized’ and the unit ball can be filled. The reason that we call 
these properties ‘monotone-like’ is that every monotone seminorm is equiva- 
lent to seminorms with these properties. 
This leads to the following observation about topologies generated by col- 
lections of monotone seminorms, called locally convex locally full topologies 
(see [31). 
Corollary 13. Let E be a partially ordered vector space and Eo a directed, major- 
king subspace. If r is a locally convex locally full topology on Eo, then there is a 
locally convex locally full topology 7 on E that extends r. 
Proof. Take a generating collection of monotone seminorms and apply Theo- 
rem 12(iii) to switch to, for example, Fremlin seminorms. Use then part (i) of 
the theorem to extend these seminorms and thereby the topology. 0 
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